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Abstract 
Within the framework of the COOLSUN project a triple-technology approach to reach high solar fractions for space heating, 
space cooling and domestic hot water preparation is being developed. The three core components are a thermo fluid with a low 
environmental impact and a boiling point above 200 °C, a high efficient adsorption chiller, and an advanced controller. System 
simulations modelling the transient behaviour of the entire application, i.e. building, hot water preparation and space 
heating/cooling, show that for Mediterranean locations the solar fraction reaches values up to 100 %; and even in Central Europe 
remarkable energy savings can be reached. The first prototype of the system is installed since spring 2013 in a building and 
monitored under real operation conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
For further reduction of the primary energy demand, which is required in households for space heating, space 
cooling and domestic hot water preparation, several technological possibilities are already available. Using solar 
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thermal energy in various applications is one of them. But until a few years ago individually designed systems have 
been used for these purposes. 
The European project COOLSUN (Development of a tri-generation solar heating and COOLing System including 
the Use of the heat extracted from the adsorption chiller re-cooling circuit) will now go one step further: A European 
consortium of ten partners, including SMEs and research organisations, is developing a triple-technology approach 
towards a market ready product. The concept integrates the three functions of domestic hot water preparation as well 
as space heating and cooling into one single modular system. 
2. Methodology 
To reach the ambitious aim, covering 100 % of the energy demand for space heating and cooling as well as for 
domestic hot water preparation by solar thermal energy, the combination of several advanced components into one 
innovative system is required. The combination of the following three core components will bring additional 
performance benefit compared to previous system approaches elaborated e.g. in the SolarCombi+ [1] or HighCombi 
[2] projects: a dedicated thermo-fluid with low environmental impact having a boiling point above 200 °C, a high 
efficient adsorption chiller, an advanced controller optimizing in real time the energy collection and the power 
delivery according to the demand taking into account to the building’s inertial behaviour through a self-learning 
algorithm. 
The prototype is installed and equipped with measuring system near Bordeaux. Figure 1 presents the building and 
the map with the location in France. The results of the in-situ monitoring will be used for the validation of the 
simulation model. With the validated model reliable calculations of the energy yield and the solar fraction of the 
market ready system for arbitrary locations can be performed. 
In a first step detailed simulations of the transient behaviour of the system and its interaction with the building 
have been performed. 
Table 1 presents the simulation parameters used in dynamic simulation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Building location. 
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Table 1 Simulation parameters. 
Location (weather data set)  Bordeaux 125 m²  
Collector area (Acol):  Variations: 22.8 m² to 51.4 m² (8 to 18 modules)  
Inclination angle collector field:  45°  
Azimuth collector field:  0°  
Collector loop length:  110 m (100 m outside, 10 m inside building)  
Surrounding temperature collector loop (Tc,amb):  Ambient temperature  
Volume buffer stores (VST1, VST2, VST3, VST4):  4 stores 0.3 m³ each  
Heat loss rate buffer stores (UAST14)  2.2 W/K  
Hot water store pre heating DHW (VSTS,SHW):  0.4 m³  
Hot water store DHW (VSHW):  0.4 m³  
Adsorption chiller (PCH):  11 kW cooling power  
UA dry re-cooling unit (UADRC):  4000 W/K  
Hot water demand (QD,HW):  2940 kWh/a  
Heating demand for space heating (QD,SH):  6690 kWh/a  
Cooling demand for space cooling (QD,SC):  770 kWh/a  
 
3. The COOLSUN system 
The COOLSUN system consists of a 40 m² solar thermal collector field with high performance vacuum 
collectors, operated with a new thermo fluid. This fluid allows for an operation of the collector loop with 
temperatures above 140 °C at moderate pressure (2 bar) conditions. 
In times with space cooling demand the heating side of the adsorption chiller is directly heated by the collector 
loop via a heat exchanger- see Figure 2. Thanks to the relative high operation temperature of the adsorption chiller, 
the heat extracted from the re-cooling loop can be used for pre-heating the domestic hot water. 
 
 
Fig. 2 Coolsun system in Summer. 
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In times with space heating demand the collector loop feeds directly the heating circuit of the building – see 
Figure 3. Due to the integration of a low temperature distribution system, used for space heating and cooling, a high 
efficiency of the collectors can be reached. 
 
Fig. 3 Coolsun system in Winter. 
A smart storage system, consisting of six stores (volumes between 300 L and 400 L) operated at different 
temperature levels and with different storage mediums (above mentioned thermo fluid and water) completes the 
entire system. 
4. Dynamic simulation results 
The system was simulated in TRNSYS [3] environmental. Table 2 and 3 present the results with climatic data of 
Bordeaux, considering 14 and 18 solar collectors. The cooling demand is totally covered by the system. The solar 
fraction of heating demand was augmented 5% when we increase the solar surface from 40 m2 to 51.8 m2. Table 4 
presents the results for 4 Mediterranean cities, considering a solar collector surface of 51.8 m2. Tunis presents the 
highest solar fraction. 
Table 2 Monthly values of the solar fraction for heating demand for space heating and domestic hot water preparation and 
for space cooling (collector area 40.0 m²/14 modules) in Bordeaux. 
Month 
Solar fraction 
domestic hot 
water preparation 
Solar fraction 
space heating 
Solar fraction total 
heating demand 
Solar fraction 
space cooling 
January 0.95 0.31 0.41 - ** 
February 0.95 0.44 0.53 - ** 
March 1.00 0.90 0.92 - ** 
April 1.00 0.96 0.98 1.00 
May 1.00 0.85 0.95 1.00 
June 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
July 1.00 - * 1.00 1.00 
August 1.00 - * 1.00 1.00 
September 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
October 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 
November 0.96 0.48 0.57 - ** 
December 0.97 0.32 0.42 - ** 
Globally 0.99 0.51 0.65 1.00 
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Table 3 Monthly values of the solar fraction for heating demand for space heating and domestic hot water preparation and 
for space cooling (collector area 51.8 m²/18 modules) in Bordeaux. 
Month 
Solar fraction 
domestic hot 
water preparation 
Solar fraction 
space heating 
Solar fraction total 
heating demand 
Solar fraction 
space cooling 
January 0.98 0.40 0.49 - ** 
February 0.97 0.50 0.58 - ** 
March 1.00 0.93 0.95 - ** 
April 1.00 0.98 0.99 1.00 
May 1.00 0.91 0.97 1.00 
June 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
July 1.00 - * 1.00 1.00 
August 1.00 - * 1.00 1.00 
September 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
October 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
November 0.99 0.57 0.64 - ** 
December 0.99 0.41 0.49 - ** 
Globally 0.99 0.57 0.70 1.00 
 
Table 4 Annual values of the solar fraction for heating demand for space heating, domestic hot water preparation and for 
space cooling (collector area 51.8 m²/18 modules) 
Location 
Solar fraction 
domestic hot water 
preparation 
Solar fraction 
space heating 
Solar fraction 
total heating 
demand 
Solar fraction 
space cooling 
Bordeaux 1.00 0.57 0.700 1.00 
Barcelona 1.00 0.92 0.958 1.00 
Adana 1.00 0.85 0.914 1.00 
Tunis 1.00 0.99 0.998 1.00 
 
5. Economical assessment 
In order to evaluate the economic interest of the CoolSun system, both total cost and cost of saved primary 
energy were calculated. Two scenarios have been considered: the cost of a unitary system and the cost of a system 
manufactured in serial production. Figure 4 and Table 5 present the economical assessment for a single family house 
(120 – 200 m2) and Figure 5, Table 6 present the results for a multi family house (2000 m2). The lifetime considered 
was 25 years. 
The system is better suited for large applications. For single family houses the system can meet the market with 
high energy prices, after cost optimization through industrialization. 
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Fig. 4 CoolSun cost for a single family house. 
Table 5 Cost of saved primary energy for a single family house. 
Location Total useful energy  25 years (kWh) Cost of saved primary energy (€/kWh) 
Bordeaux 182.000 0.52 (unitary) to 0.44 (serial) 
Barcelona 249.080 0.38 (unitary) to  0.32 (serial) 
Adana 237.640 0.40 (unitary) to  0.34 (serial) 
Tunis 259.480 0.36 (unitary) to  0.31 (serial) 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 CoolSun cost for a multi family house. 
 
Table 6 Cost of saved primary energy for a multi family house. 
Location Total useful energy  25 years (kWh) 
Cost of saved primary energy 
(€/kWh) 
Bordeaux 1.750.000 0.24 (unitary) to 0.19 (serial) 
Barcelona 2.395.000 0.18 (unitary) to  0.14 (serial) 
Adana 2.285.000 0.19 (unitary) to  0.15 (serial) 
Tunis 2.495.000 0.17 (unitary) to  0.13 (serial) 
COOLSUN Global Cost of ownership over 25 years lifetime
Market segment: Individual family house 120-200 m² (20 kWheating; 11 kWcooling)
Unitary cost (€) Serial cost (€)
INITIAL INVESTMENT 61 653.00        47 778.00        
Material cost 49 956.00         39 192.00         
Logistic cost 760.00             760.00             
Sizing and implementation studies 700.00             700.00             
Installation 5 600.00           3 500.00           
Other costs 4 637.00           3 626.00           
MAINTENANCE 32 496.00        32 496.00        
END OF LIFE 274.00             274.00             
TOTAL INSTALLED SYSTEM COST 94 423.00        80 548.00        
COOLSUN Global Cost of ownership over 25 years lifetime
Market segment: Mult iFamily house 2000 m² (150 kWheating; 100 kWcooling)
Unitary cost (€) Serial cost (€)
INITIAL INVESTMENT 336 380.40       247 302.40       
Material cost 299 229.40       218 816.40       
Logistic cost 1 620.00           1 620.00           
Sizing and implementation studies 1 400.00           1 400.00           
Installation 7 000.00           5 600.00           
Other costs 27 131.00         19 866.00         
MAINTENANCE 86 269.00        86 269.00        
END OF LIFE 1 950.00          1 950.00          
TOTAL INSTALLED SYSTEM COST 424 599.40       335 521.40       
TOTAL INSTALLED SYSTEM COST PER FLAT (28) 15 164.26        11 982.91        
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6. Conclusions 
The conclusions obtained can be summarized as follows. 
x Solar fractions close to 100% can be reached in the Mediterranean area (and other inter tropical 
territories) with reasonably-sized collector arrays and thermal storage capacity; 
x The COOLSUN system is better suited for large applications than small ones; 
x The COOLSUN system can meet the market of individual houses in some countries with high energy 
prices, after optimization of cost from industrialization. 
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